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1.1 The night sky. A flock of

geese are flying together in

"v" formation.

1.2 Closer shot of the goose

flying in front of the flock.

HONK HONK

1.3 The goose hitting the front

of the Bonny Lass, instantly

dying. WAM!

GOOSE

BLEGHK!

1.4 A noose being lowered around

the goose’s neck.

1.5 Angry hanging out the window

of the Volkswagen van atop the

ship lifting the goose on a

noose and examining it.

1.6 Angry throwing the dead goose

into a pot of boiling water.

BLIP!

1.7 Angry serving the cooked goose

before the crew at the dinner

table.

ANGRY

Dinner be served!
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2.1 Whisker eating some goose. WHIKSER

So... Mad Marco... How far are

we from your old crew’s Treasure

Hoard again?

2.2 Mad Marco eating next to

Angry, who is having a seat

with a fork and knife for

hands.

MAD MARCO

Shouldn’t be long now. I’d

say we’ll probably be there by

tomorrow afternoon, depending on

the location itself.

BLOAT

(off panel)

Right he be...

2.3 Bloat looking at the Treasure

Hunter as he holds it up for

all to see. On it is a small

blip.

BLOAT

...it’s closeby, within a day’s

journey at most. One thing puzzles

me though.

2.4 Whisker next to Stubbles. The

back of Mad Marco is in the

foreground as he listens to

Whisker.

WHISKER

What do you mean by "depending on

the location itself?"

BLOAT

(off panel)

--Aye, that be what puzzles me,

lad...

2.5 Close up of the blip on the

screen of the Treasure Hunter.

The blip reads "Black Gear

Treasure Hoard" along with the

coordinates.

BLOAT

(off panel)

...The location seems to change.

2.6 Mad Marco cutting the goose as

he smirks at everyone.

MAD MARCO

That’ll be my little secret for

now.
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3.1 The sun rising over the

cloud-covered horizon.

3.2 Whisker and Stubbles sitting

out in front of the van.

3.3 Whisker tapping Stubbles on

the shoulder.

WHISKER

Hey, check this out...

3.4 Whisker sticking his head up

so it is peering over the

front of the deck. The wind

is blowing his cheeks open,

bearing his teeth and gums.

3.5 Stubbles laughing as Whisker

pulls down his head, his face

still frozen blown open.

STUBBLES

Ha ha ha!

3.6 Stubbles sticking his head up

with his cheeks blowing open.

3.7 The back of Stubbles and

Whisker sticking their heads

up with their cheeks blowing

in the wind through the

windshield of the van in the

background. Pinky is piloting

the van while the back of

Bloat is in his chair in the

foreground. His hand is on the

armrest holding the Treasure

Hunter.
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4.1 Bloat leaning in his chair

with the side of his head on

hand as he looks down at the

Treasure Hunter on his lap.

Angry is sitting on a bench in

the background.

4.2 Bloat in the foreground with a

surprised face. Mad Marco is

entering from the door in the

back of the bridge.

MAD MARCO

How far are we?

BLOAT

More like close!

4.3 Back of the chair with Bloat

looking around it with a

surprised look on his face.

BLOAT

It be movin’ towards us...

4.4 Mad Marco holding up a bucket

as he looks back.

MAD MARCO

Oh good, then it’s up. Time to get

moving.

4.5 Mad Marco opening the hatch on

the top of the van and poking

his head out.

4.6 View from within a scope. The

Bonny Lass is small with Bloat

and Mad Marco stepping out

onto the roof with buckets.

Both pirates have their

scarves/handkerchief covering

their faces. Targets are

around both of them.

4.7 Medeia looking with her

robotic eye, which is glowing

and has the targets on it.

Her crew is in the background

running the ship.

MEDEIA

What are they doing...?
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5.1 Bloat looking into the bucket

he is holding. Mad Marco is

looking off into the distance.

BLOAT

Are these flying shrimp? Just what

is it that we’re doin’, lad?

MAD MARCO

Just start shoveling the shrimp

and tossing them overboard!

5.2 Bloat tossing his flying

shrimp towards the foreground

as he looks to Mad Marco

in confusion. Mad Marco is

looking forward as he tosses

his own flying shrimp.

BLOAT

What? I don’t see--

MAD MARCO

Just trust me, Captain!

5.3 View from behind as the flying

shrimp start flapping their

wings and fly off into the

clouds and disappear. In the

background are small chunks of

floating island in the clouds.

5.4 Bloat and Mad Marco staring

forward.

5.5 Something wails from in

the clouds in the distance.

WEEEEEIIIHHHHHH...
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6.1 Bursting from the nearby

clouds is a giant flying

whale-like creature. Bloat

falls onto his rear in shock

as he grabs his hat.

6.2 Bloat looking up in amazement.

Mad Marco cracks a grin.

BLOAT

Sweet Charles Lindbergh...

6.3 The creature flying slowly

away from the Bonny Lass.

BLOAT

...That be a whale dragon!

6.4 Bloat’s hands holding up

the Treasure Hunter in the

foreground at the bottom of

the panel as the whale dragon

makes a turn and flies to the

right. The blip reading "Black

Gear Treasure Hoard" on the

screen of the device is in

the same exact position as the

creature.

BLOAT

Hold the phone... Is that...
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7.1 Bloat looking up in the

background as he holds the

Treasure Hunter. Mad Marco is

in the foreground lifting up

his bucket.

BLOAT

It can’t be...

MAD MARCO

Start throwing out more shrimp,

Captain.

7.2 Side of Pinky looking out the

windshield.

PINKY

Good grief, that thing is big...

MAD MARCO

(off panel)

Pinky!

7.3 Bloat and Mad Marco sticking

their heads into the van from

the roof in the background.

Pinky looking panicked in the

foreground.

MAD MARCO

...It’s gonna be a bit of a tricky

maneuver, but you need to fly into

the whale dragon’s mouth when it

opens.

PINKY

Are you joking?! I’m not flying

anything in there!

BLOAT

Pinky, do as Maddy says!

7.4 Pinky slouching as he frowns

and mumbles.

PINKY

(off panel)

We’re gonna go all this way just

to get eaten by a whale, but "aye

aye, Cap’n..."

7.5 Bird’s eye view of Mad Marco

holding his bucket of flying

shrimp over his head as Bloat

shovels out more from his own

bucket.

MAD MARCO

Bloat, shovel out some more

shrimp...

7.6 Far out view of the whale

dragon opening its mouth to

eat the Bonny Lass (which is

facing the background). Mad

Marco is still holding up his

bucket. AYEEEIIIGH...

MAD MARCO

Easy does it...
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8.1 View from the scope. Overhead

shot of the dragon whale

flying forward, already

consumed the Bonny Lass.

8.2 Back of Medeia in confusion

in the foreground. Her pilot

is turning to face her in the

background. Her pet snake is

slithering up the back of the

chair from off panel.

MEDEIA

What just happened...?

PILOT

I believe the Bonny Lass just

allowed the whale dragon to eat

it, miss...

8.3 Medeia glaring with suspicion.

The snake is now wrapping

around the chair.

8.4 The back of the Bonny Lass

sitting inside the whale

dragon’s throat. The back door

opens up.

8.5 The crew stepping out of the

plane with flashlights on

(and torches for Angry), minus

Pinky.

BLOAT

Everyone, stick close. Marco, show

us the way...

8.6 Shot from within the throat

looking up at the crew looking

down.

MAD MARCO

Down there.

STUBBLES

Is there a way down?

8.7 Mad Marco looking back at the

crew off panel as he puts his

hand on a ladder-like bump in

the dragon’s throat.

MAD MARCO

People have been here before.
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9.1 Wide view of the crew climbing

down to the bottom of the

throat.

9.2 Mad Marco walking through

the whale dragon with his

flashlight as Bloat follows

close behind.

MAD MARCO

Whale dragons have two stomachs;

although, over the years...

9.3 The back of the crew standing

in the whale dragon just

before a fork leading to both

stomachs.

MAD MARCO

...they’ve come to never needing

the second one.

9.4 The crew standing in the

background at the entrance

of the unused stomach. In the

foreground is the Black Gear

Treasure Hoard.

MAD MARCO

So, it dried up and basically

became a giant, empty room.

WHISKER

Blimey!
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10.1 Back of the crew entering

into the hoard. Treasure lies

everywhere. Against the back

wall is an old statue with

a giant black gear rammed

through its side as it holds

the Black Gear Crew flag in

its hands.

10.2 Bloat looking around as Mad

Marco and Angry walk beside

him.

BLOAT

I have t’admit, Maddy... Yer

former crew was a remarkable

sort...

10.3 Worm’s eye view of the back of

the three standing in front of

the statue at the back wall,

Mad Marco in the middle.

MAD MARCO

I was never really high up enough

to have the privilege of doing

this...

10.4 Bird’s eye view of the three

together. Mad Marco is in the

middle pulling a thick, black,

gear-shaped key on a necklace

from beneath his handkerchief.

MAD MARCO

...but when I left the crew, I

managed to get my hands on one of

these.

10.5 Close up of Mad Marco placing

the key into a slot that

matches the shape at the base

of the statue.

10.6 Close up of back of Mad

Marco’s hand as he turns the

key. CHIK!
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11.1 The back of the three facing

the statue base, which is now

opening via two doors that

meet in the center. Within the

open area, and on the inisde

of the doors, are piles of

documents and rolled up maps.

Bloat is stunned.

11.2 Mad Marco in the foreground

on the bottom of the panel

ruffling through the papers

and maps. Bloat and Angry

standing behind him further

up the panel looking at

everything.

BLOAT

There be maps t’everything in

here!

MAD MARCO

Let’s see...

11.3 Side of Mad Marco holding up a

thick, square board.

MAD MARCO

Ah! Here it is!

11.4 The back of Angry in the

foreground as Bloat stands

next to and right behind Mad

Marco, who is now holding the

map out in front of the two to

show them.

MAD MARCO

Now, there is a small catch to

these maps...

11.5 Close up of the map, which

looks like its parts are

scattered and scrambled up.

MAD MARCO

(off panel)

...They’re actually sorta’ more

like a puzzles until you get them

put together right. It might take

some time, but I’ve seen the Black

Gears sort these out enough I

should be able to solve this one.

11.6 Bloat looking at the map with

Mad Marco and Angry. On the

walls is a faint PKKKKK.

BLOAT

So till then, it won’t function as

a real map.

MAD MARCO

Aye, and, until then, the Treasure

Hunter won’t--
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11.7 View of the whole treasure

hoard rumbling as treasure

is flying and the crew

is stumbling around.

EEROOOOWWWWRRR!!

11.8 Mad Marco looking over his

shoulder in the foreground

with Angry and Bloat behind

him.

ANGRY

What in the blazers be that??

MAD MARCO

Something’s not right...
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12.1 Medeia sitting in her seat in

aniticipation as her crew sits

in their places preparing to

battle.

MEDEIA

Fire again! I want this creature’s

mouth open!

12.2 Lasers rapidly firing in a

trail and hitting the whale

dragon on its top/side, the

beams bursting into smoke.

CHUCHUCHUCHU! EEROAWR!!

12.3 The crew stumbling around

inside the treasure hoard.

A louder PKKKKKKK!

MAD MARCO

Something’s attacking the whale

dragon!

BLOAT

Then we best be leavin’!

12.4 Overhead shot of the crew

rushing back to the bottom of

the throat, some are already

starting to climb back up.

BLOAT

Hurry, lads!

12.5 Boots and feet in the

foreground at the top of the

throat. Stubbles is still

climbing up behind the rest

of the crew.

12.6 Back of the crew paralyzed as

they face the Kobra, Medeia’s

ship, as it enters through

the whale dragon’s mouth and

hovers before them in the

background, pointing directly

at them with its weapons.

VWOOSH!
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13.1 Shot from outside the Bonny

Lass’s windshield. Pinky is

scrambing to the guns as he

tosses his issue of Skirate

Monthly into the air.

PINKY

Oh-sheez!

13.2 Close up of the a mini gun

coming out from the Bonny

Lass.

13.3 Close up of two of the Kobra’s

guns pointing at the Bonny

Lass, which is off panel, and

firing. CHUCHUCHUCHU!

13.4 Close up of the lasers from

the Kobra destroying one of

the Bonny Lass’s mini guns.

BOOM!

13.5 Shot of the Kobra’s front

windows, which are tinted and

can’t bee seen through.

MEDEIA

(Radio from Kobra)

I wouldn’t try anymore sudden

moves, Captain Bloat...

13.6 Medeia in the bridge of her

ship, continuing to speak. Her

crew is smiling.

MEDEIA

...lest you wish to lose your

precious ship.

13.7 Close up of the camera peeking

from the outside of the Kobra

ship. In its reflection is

Mad Marco and the map he is

holding.

13.8 Medeia with a small smirk and

a look of deep interest. Her

eye glows as it displays what

is on the viewing screen.

MEDEIA

Ohhh... what’s this?

13.9 The back of the crew in the

foreground facing the Kobra,

Mad Marco in the middle

gripping the map tightly at

his side.

MEDEIA

(Radio from Kobra)

...A Black Gear map. Hiding their

treasures inside the belly of a

whale dragon. Clever dogs...
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14.1 Close up of Medeia’s robotic

eye. In it is a bird’s eye

view of Mad Marco looking

straight forward fiercely as

he holds onto the map.

MEDEIA

No doubt that’s what you came for,

one of their famous maps, which

can only be solved by one of their

own...

14.2 The bottom of the Kobra’s

bridge opening like a snake’s

mouth as a tongue-like grapple

lashes out.

MEDEIA

(Radio from Kobra)

...Guess I’ll just have to take

both!

14.3 Mad Marco being constricted by

the grapple. Bloat is in the

background reaching out for

him in a panic.

MAD MARCO

AUGH!

BLOAT

Marco!!

14.4 The back of Bloat reaching for

Marco, who is reaching back as

the Kobra pulls him in.

14.5 Worm’s eye view of Bloat

pulling out his sword and a

flintlock in pure rage.

BLOAT

Unhand him, Medeia!!

14.6 The Kobra firing at the ground

in front of Bloat, knocking

him into the air as he loses

grip of his weapons. CHU! Mad

Marco is now in the mouth of

the ship.

14.7 Close up of the mouth of the

Kobra closing on Mad Marco.
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15.1 Medeia frowning as she faces

forward in her chair, petting

her snake.

MEDEIA

Goodbye, Thadius...

15.2 The Kobra turning to face the

Bonny Lass as it fires lasers

into it. CHUCHUCHU!

15.3 Close up of Bloat looking to

the Bonny Lass (which is off

panel) in horror as he lays

on the ground. The lasers from

the Kobra are reflecting in

his eyes and on his face.

15.4 Overhead shot of the Kobra

flying into the foreground

from out of the whale dragon’s

mouth.

15.5 The back of the Bonny Lass in

the foreground as the ramp is

opening and Pinky is standing

at the entrance hunched over

and coughing. Bloat is in the

background turning to face

the Bonny Lass in anger as

he appraoches it in a hurry.

The rest of the crew is still

pulling themselves together

from the surprise attack.

Smoke is rising from the Bonny

Lass.

PINKY

Cough! Cough!

BLOAT

Pinky, we need t’get into the air

and take that harlot down!
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16.1 Pinky trying to reason with

Bloat as the captain enters

the ship, passes him by, and

faces him fiercely.

PINKY

But, Cap’n, the Bonny Lass just

took a lot of damage! We won’t

even stand a--

BLOAT

Mad Marco be a member of this

crew, which makes him a member

of this family! And, more

importantly... he’s my friend.

16.2 Angry looking saddened and

concerned for Bloat.

BLOAT

(off panel)

I would do the same for any of

you...

ANGRY

Thadius, lad--

BLOAT

Everyone to their posts and

prepare t’fly...

16.3 Bloat turning to face forward

as he glares intensely.

BLOAT

...That’s an order.

16.4 The crew all in a line on the

ramp looking to each other

in concern. First Angry, then

Stubbles, and Whisker.

16.5 Close up of the Bonny Lass’s

left propellers trying to

start, but only one spins.

PUT-PUT-PUT-PUT

16.6 The Bonny Lass barely getting

by as it flies out of the

whale dragon’s mouth and

towards the foreground. Smoke

is flying from the damaged

areas of the ship.
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17.1 Bloat about to sit down in

his chair in the bridge as

the rest of the crew (except

Pinky, who is already flying

the plane) get to their posts.

BLOAT

Stubbles, arm any guns we have

operational. Pinky, keep on

th’Kobra’s tail as best ye can.

17.2 The pilot of Medeia’s ship

looking over his shoulder to

talk to his captain, who is

off panel.

PILOT

Captain, the Bonny Lass is

following behind us.

17.3 Medeia petting the snake

at her lap as she smirks.

Mad Marco is seated in the

background with his arms

being held behind his back

by two other of Medeia’s crew

members. The map is lying on a

counter before him.

MEDEIA

Ch-! Fool. Keep close to the

terrain and shake them.

17.4 The Kobra flying around a

mountainside and out of sight.

17.5 Pinky looking to Bloat. Bloat

is holding the Treasure Hunter

in his lap.

PINKY

Cap’n, there’s no way we can keep

up with them in our condition.

BLOAT

Keep at it, Pinky...

17.6 Close up of the device’s

screen over a map of the area.

On the map is a blip reading

"The Kobra."

BLOAT

(off panel)

...We still have one thing goin’

fer us...
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18.1 Mad Marco in the foreground

facing Medeia as she looks

around her chair back at him.

Mad Marco is giving Medeia a

snooty look.

MEDEIA

Your friends must really care

about you.

MAD MARCO

You should pay more attention

to captaining your ship than to

ticking me off...

MEDEIA

huh?

18.2 The bridge of the Kobra

rattles as Medeia looks

forward surprised. PKKK!

18.3 The Kobra flying by a cleft

between two cliffs. The Bonny

Lass is cutting through the

cleft at a 90-degree angle

and is firing its reamaining

front mini gun at the Kobra,

hitting it a few times and

destroying two of its laser

cannons. RATATATATAT!

18.4 Medeia holding onto her chair

in the background. Mad Marco

is smirking at the surprise

attack. The pilot and her

gunman are in the foreground,

scrambling to get things back

together.

MEDEIA

What was--

PILOT

It’s the Bonny Lass, miss! It

somehow caught up to us!

GUNMAN

Two of our laser cannons have been

lost, miss!

MEDEIA

Return fire and lose them!

18.5 The Kobra flying over the

Bonny Lass as it fires laser

at it. CHU CHU CHU!
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18.6 The bridge of the Bonny Lass

rattling as Bloat holds the

Treasure Hunter and points.

PKKK!

BLOAT

Into that crevasse!

18.7 The Bonny Lass flying downward

into a crevasse as the Kobra

continues to fly away.
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19.1 Back of the captain’s chair in

the Kobra bridge in the center

of the foreground. On both

sides of the chair are the

pilot and gunman looking out

the front window and observing

the viewing screens. Medeia’s

fist is clenched on the arm of

her chair.

PILOT

We’ve lost them, miss.

MEDEIA

Stay true until we’ve reached open

skies.

PILOT

Aye, miss.

19.2 The back of the Kobra flying

towards the background. The

Bonny Lass is suddenly lifting

up from behind rock that was

between it and the Kobra,

firing more from its mini gun.

RATATATATAT!!

19.3 Close up of Medeia again

grabbing her chair as the

bridge shakes.

GUNMAN

(off panel)

We’ve lost another laser cannon,

miss!

MEDEIA

How is he doing this?!

19.4 Mad Marco frowning

apathetically at Medeia, who

is off panel.

MAD MARCO

Might as well give up. He has a

way to find whatever he wants.

19.5 Medeia looking around the

back of her chair, glaring

in suspicion.

19.6 The Kobra pulling to the right

as the Bonnny Lass pulls to

the left.
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20.1 The Kobra flying into a

crevasse between two very

close mountains.

20.2 Medeia looking around in

paranoia.

MEDEIA

Keep your eyes peeled. And shoot

though any crack or gap you see!

20.3 A crevasse in the foreground

being fired upon by the Kobra

in the background. CHU CHUCHU!

20.4 Medeia gripping her armrest

with an angry panic.

20.5 The Kobra in the foreground

firing upward at a gap in the

cliffside. CHUCHU CHU!

20.6 Close up of Medeia in an angry

panic.

20.7 The Kobra firing at the

foreground. CHUCHUCHU!

20.8 Close up of Medeia’s eye.

Here machine-like pupil is

contracted and crazed.
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21.1 The Kobra flying out of the

crevasse into an open area.

21.2 Worm’s eye view of Medeia

pointing and yelling.

MEDEIA

Fire alongside the walls!

21.3 The Kobra firing streams

of lasers at the cliffside.

CHUCHU CHU CHU CHUCHU!!

21.4 Medeia panting as she grips

her armrests.

MEDEIA

Pant... Pant... Where are you...?

21.5 Rocks falling from the cliffs

that were fired upon. Through

a gap created by the blasts,

the circular Jolly Roger

symbol on the Bonny Lass can

be seen.

21.6 Close up of Medeia wide-eyed

and in a panic.

21.7 Bloat looking fierce as he

sits in his chair.

BLOAT

Ready the cannon.
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22.1 The Jolly Roger of the Bonny

Lass lowering, revealing a

hole for a cannon to poke out.

More of the ship can be seen

as more rocks and rubble from

the cliffside are falling.

22.2 Close up of a large, steam

punk style cannon pokes its

barrel out of the hole of the

ship.

22.3 Medeia panicking as she stands

(still gripping her armrests)

and yells to the pilot in the

foreground.

MEDEIA

GET US OUT OF HERE!!!

22.4 The Kobra flying towards the

background as the Bonny Lass’s

cannon points at it from the

foreground.

22.5 Bloat standing up as he

points.

BLOAT

FIRE!!

22.6 A Global SPINE jet hovers in

the way of the cannon, which

is in the foreground.

22.7 The SPINE jet being blown out

of the sky. KABOOM!! The jet

spirals in smoke and debris

fly from it.

22.8 Bloat looking surprised. BLOAT

What the!
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23.1 The Bonny Lass sitting

sideways in the air in the

foreground as five more

Global SPINE jets surround

it. Three are larger jets in

the background.

23.2 Close up of the Global SPINE

crest on one of the jet’s

wings.

23.3 Close up of Bloat wide-eyed. BLOAT

No...

23.4 Close up of one of the SPINE

jets firing upon the Bonny

Lass, which is off panel.

BLAMBLAMBLAMBLAM!

23.5 Close up of the Bonny Lass

being shot up.

23.6 Close up of another jet

firing. BLAMBLAMBLAM!

23.7 Close up of the Bonny Lass’s

mini gun being destroyed.

23.8 Close up of another of the

Bonny Lass’s propeller being

destroyed.

23.9 Bird’s eye view of the back

of Bloat standing, looking

out the front window as the

destruction lights up the

bridge.
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24.1 The Kobra flying towards

the foreground as the

SPINE jets continue firing.

BLAMBLAMBLAM...

24.2 Shot of a screen near the

pilot’s controls. The crest

for Global SPINE appears on

it. BRSHHHH...

AGENT

(on screen)

Thadius Bloat...

24.3 Back of Bloat’s shoulders

up in the foreground as he

watches the Kobra escape

into the distance through the

window.

AGENT

(on screen, off panel)

...You and your crew are under

arrest...

24.4 Shot of the Treasure Hunter

screen. The blip reading

"Kobra" is now reporting

an error: "Error: Item Not

Available on Map."

AGENT

(on screen, off panel)

...for theft of a device that

belongs to us.

24.5 Close up of Bloat closing his

eyes in shame of his failure.

AGENT

(on screen, off panel)

Stand down and deactivate all your

weapons...

24.6 Black. AGENT

(on screen, off panel)

...We are preparing to board.


